THE CRYPT OF TERROR

Well...we meet again, dear reader! Welcome once more to the Crypt of Terror! Get a good grip on yourself! Sit back and relax...and I'll tell you another tale designed to chill you...to terrorize you! This tale from my collection is called...

DEATH MUST COME!

ANOTHER ILLUSTRATED SUSPENSTORY
My story begins in a lonely old house on the edge of a small town, outside, night is falling.

Henry, you got my message. Thank heavens you've come. But, Frederick, it has been only five years since... Another day and it would have been too late!

Yes, my bones are beginning to ache... and the pains in my back... are getting strong! I must have another operation tonight!

Ah... I'm tired from my trip! Let me sit down for a while!

I remember it as though it were yesterday! We were both twenty-five! Young... ambitious... full of life! Remember? It was in Vienna! Two young struggling scientists... with an idea.

Then... if our experiments are correct, Henry... and what we have proven about this gland is true, we have solved the baffling problem of the aging of a human body! Think what it can mean!

I wish, Frederick! I wish... but where can we get this paper? A young gland? Where will we find one?

You're a fool, Henry! Think of it! You can look as you look today. Fifty, a hundred years from now! I want it. Even if you don't! You will perform the operation on me. We owe it to science. To the world!

The gland must prove it. No, court me out, Frederick. I do not want eternal life! I want to grow old and die when my time comes!
Ah, yes, Frederick... I remember well. The paper told of a young college student's untimely death. Our experiments had proven that the gland remained active after sudden death for 48 hours. That night, we went to the cemetery and exhumed the still-warm corpse...

**That was fifty years ago!**
Twenty years later, I was over forty-five... You sent for me! What a shock to see you... still young... still full of youth... Amazing, Frederick! It's good to see you again, Henry! Sit down!

**Quiet! We must not be caught!**
**I don't like this, Frederick! I don't like this at all!**

Why did you send for me, Frederick? It's my hands, look... They're beginning to show signs of wrinkles...

But, of course! That gland we replaced... It is growing weak. It is no longer secreting the fluid that dissolves the oddy waxes...

Then... you mean I will begin to grow old no? No?

That is over, Frederick! The operation was a success! How do you feel? A little sick from the anesthetic... but all right!

We must replace it... with a young, strong gland... we must continue with the experiment! we must! Ang the gland. You know where we can get one?

Yes, where? The obituary column... another youth... dead! We still have time... tomorrow to remove the gland in good condition...

This is wrong! All wrong!
And again we went to a cemetery...just as we had that first time.

The coffin! You've struck the coffin! Give me the sheet! I'll wrap the body in it!

And again I performed the operation...successfully! The youth was a good specimen...nineteen! He had been hit by a truck...but the blast was uninjured.

There! It's done!

Then you went to America...and shortly after, an opportunity presented itself, and I followed about fifteen years after the second operation. I received a letter!

Henry! I must see you! Come at once! Another operation is imperative! Frederick!

Frederick! It can't be! No! It isn't you!

Yes, Henry! It is me! Still young! Still fresh!

Aren't you sorry, now, that you didn't consent to a mutual experiment?

Perhaps! Perhaps not! I do not know! Anyway! That is of no matter! What concerns me is you! You say another operation is necessary?

Yes! The waxes are forming again! You know that, according to our calculations, it is these waxes that stifle the youth's brain. From opening the chest, they destroy the brain's work, and "old age"!

Yes, and that the gland located on the spleen secretes a fluid...when in youth, dissolves these waxes, but as the gland weakens with time, the waxes begin to form...and soon.
Exactly! Well, the gland has weakened. It must be replaced! Henry, it must be replaced tonight!

Frederick! How long do you intend to keep this up?

Until I am seventy... or eighty! Then we will tell the world!

I may not be here by then, Frederick! Why not tell... now?

We'll see, Henry! But now we have work to do.

I may not be here by then, Frederick? Why not tell... now?

"And so, for the third time, we went to a cemetery... removed the body..."

"...and I performed another operation! This time, it was a twenty-two year old man! He had been killed in a brawl..."

"...after your recovery, the conversation about publishing a report was forgotten... and I went away! But ten years later you sent for me again!"

So soon, Frederick? So soon?

The gland must work much harder now! It cannot last as long!

Frederick! I am almost seventy! You can do it, Henry! You've done it three times before!"
"And so, for the fourth time in forty-five years, we went again to a cemetery and removed a body not yet cold in death...
I cannot help you, Frederick! I am too old to do this kind of work!

Just hold the light, Henry! I am strong. I will manage it alone!

And that same night...
Use a local anesthetic, I want to watch in that mirror on the ceiling!

As you wish, Frederick!

And after your recovery, five years ago, we parted and now you send for me again! Can't you see what is happening, Frederick?

Yes, Henry! The time between operations is growing shorter!

And this will continue until you will need a new hand every year... every month... every week!

No, it will never come to that! Perhaps a younger hand! A child's!!

I cannot go on, Frederick! I refuse!

You must!! You must!

No! I refuse! I will not perform the operation again!

Doddlering old fool!

Ooof!
YOU...YOU STRUCK...ME...GASP...YOU...FREDERICK! MY HEART!!

HENRY?

ME...HE'S DEAD! WHAT WILL I DO? WHAT WILL I DO NOW?

I'M GROWING OLDER RAPIDLY! THE PAINS...I...I COULDN'T DIG UP A GRAVE NOW! I...I HAVEN'T THE STRENGTH! I MUST THINK OF SOMETHING!

WELL, DEAR READER! OLD...EN...THAT IS IN YEARS... FREDERICK AS IN A MESS, NOW! HE NEEDS A YOUNG VIVILE SPECIMEN... BUT QUICKLY!

HELLO...POSTAL UNION! I WANT TO SEND A TELEGRAM...QUICKLY...TO FREDERICK CASTON...

CLEVER, THESE SCIENTISTS! SENDING A TELEGRAM TO HIMSELF...THAT WILL BRING A YOUNG MESSENGER TO HIS HOME...

WHEN HE GETS HERE, THIS HAS SOAKED IN CHLOROFORM OVER HIS NOSE AND MOUTH WILL TAKE CARE OF HIM! HUNGRY! HURRY! I'M ASINING FASTER NOW!

...SHARP PAINS SHOOT THROUGH FREDERICK CASTON AS HE WAITS! WRINKLES BEGAN TO APPEAR IN HIS SKIN, IN HIS FACE, HIS HANDS... AND THEN... THE DOORBELL...

YES? TELESNAM FOR FREDERICK CASTON! I...!

HMMPH...!

HEN...HEN...THIS WAS TOO EASY! NOW I'LL GIVE HIM A HYPO TO KILL HIM!
Carefully, Frederick prepares for the operation! It will be tricky... the local anesthetic. The removing of the gland... and then, operating upon himself!

...and then... as the scalpel lays bare the place where the gland is located...

But... it has to be done!

No! No! No! AAAAAAH!

Anxiously, Frederick returns to the laboratory. The boys had not yet arrived. He had come to get the spirit! He had come to met his fate.

SLOWLY the flesh draws taut over his bones. The hair grays... the eyes redden... the fingers snap...

WEAKLY, he sinks to the steps. His body bent and old... his features contorted, ugly... wrinkled... withered...

SHOCKED AND HORRIFIED, Frederick staggered from the laboratory! There is no hope now!

GASP GASP

A FINAL SCREAM, and then silence... the deep silence of death.

And that's the story, dear reader? Frederick finally did die, an old man! Who knows? He might have lived longer if he hadn't craved eternal life? Dah! By the way... I suppose you're wondering what Freddy saw when he... er... opened up... that message? Well... he found nothing! It seems that part of the boy's spleen had been removed... the part with the gland... seeing that gave old Freddy the shock of his life! Well... I'll see you next issue with another tale from the Crypt of Terror!

If you like this type of story... will you write and tell me? Russ Cochran PO Box 469 West Plains, MO 65775
OUT OF THE DARK NIGHT HE WALKED, HIS HANDS TRAINED IN THE ART OF KILLING, HIS BRAIN A SEETHING FERMENT OF DESTRUCTION! HIS EYES SAW LIFE, AND HIS HEART LOVED THE GRAVE, FOR HE WAS---

"THE MAN WHO WAS DEATH"

EDGAR BOWMAR WAS THE EXECUTIONER AT STATE’S PRISON. HIS HANDS WERE DEFT WITH GAP AND BRACES, BUT HIS HEART SEEMED FORMED OF STONE... EVERYTHING’S READY. SOON THEY WILL BRING HIM IN HERE, SNIVELLING AND WEEPING!

NO! NO! I DON’T WANT TO DIE! I DON’T WANT TO... DIE! I’M SCARED! SCARED!

HE DIDN’T THINK OF THIS WHEN HE WAS KILLING HIS BROTHER!
Edgar Bowman was a careful workman. He checked his switches and his wires carefully, even as the screaming killer was fastened to the chair. "AAAAAHHH! No...wait! I'll do anything! Give me another chance! I didn't know...it would be like--this!

The executioner moved his hand downward with a deft motion of his wrist. All over the prison, the cell block lights dimmed. He'srettin'--his! So long, fella...

After each death, Edgar Bowman went out into the night, walking with head lowered, his soul exulting.

He was a bad man! He paid the penalty! And I--I was Fate's instrument to bring him to his doom!

Day after day, night after night, it was always the same...Spineless weaklings, every last one of 'em! I thought this one would be different. She's supposed to be cold--inhuman! But she yells just like the rest! AAAAHIEEEE!

She killed--and so she dies!

That guy just loves his work, doesn't he? I'll say! I wouldn't take it on a bet--but he gets famous on account of it!
Edgar Bowman's fame spread to nearby states. Prisons sent him invitations to attend their executions as guest of honor.

In this state we have a gas chamber! Would you care to release the gas?

I certainly would, sir! It would be a new experience for me!

Hmm... hanging is the method in this state, eh?

It is quick and sure! Came to press the noose release?

From ocean to ocean, the name of Edgar Bowman became known. He was a symbol of justice. His hands were quick and certain. He killed calmly, quickly! With him, death was a servant to his bidding. He went on the radio, on television...

And then, one afternoon in the warden's office of the state prison...

Nothing much doing for you, Edgar! Seems people have been behaving themselves lately, no death penalties at all?

That won't keep up. There are always people going off their trolleys! I'm not worried!

But as the days went by...

Casper Jones--not guilty! Arthur Boway--not guilty! What's the matter with those juries, anyhow?

Not guilty! Not guilty! Ter murderers in as many weeks--and all of them set free! Fools! That's what those juries consist of--fools! Well, I'm no fool! I know they're guilty!
With time on his hands, Edgar Bowman attended many murder trials...

We find the defendant, Betty Bates — not guilty!

That's all they can say, the idiots!

They are guilty! Guilty of murder! And as State Executioner — it's up to me to execute them! Of course! I'm being tested — by some higher authority! If I fail — they'll take my job away!

An executioner! Of course! That's what I am. And since I am — I'll execute!

That night, as Casper Jones walked home from work, just three weeks after a jury freed him...

His hand will touch the iron fence gate... and when it does...

GgGnNnHyAAAAA!!!
HE IS ONLY THE FIRST! THERE ARE MANY OTHERS THAT DESERVE TO DIE—AND WILL!

Dead by execution! It was a simple matter to rig up my wires so I could flood that metal gate with enough electricity to kill a dozen murderers!

Two nights later, in a little upstate camp, Arthur Boway prepared for bed...

Think I'll take a nice warm shower! It'll help me sleep...Let me forget my murder trial...

Safe...Safe at last, after all those months of worry! I don't know who killed Jim—but I didn't! And thank goodness...The jury believed me!

Dead! One more has paid the supreme penalty for his evil! But there are others...Many others freed from their fate by a stupid jury...

Two have died! George Flood was freed by a jury! I was there myself to hear the testimony in his case! But he shall not elude justice!
It was on a wild and stormy night that George Flood closed his account books and walked toward his little suburban home.

I guess I'm just about the happiest man in the entire world. Here comes the murderer now!

A snip of wire cutters in insulation-gloved hands--

When this live wire touches Flood--in his rain-wet clothes--it will be just as effective as the electric chair he cheated!

AAAAGGGHH!

Death for the wicked! He cheated death once, but it has claimed him forever. He will not kill again!

In the police stations, hardfaced detectives are gathering to discuss the "electric deaths".

Everybody's been killed by electricity? Ooo, isn't it? A jury saved them all, yet fate conspired to execute them after all?

I'm not so sure it was fate. I think it was--a man!
Next day, a plainclothesman took up his position, always with his eyes fastened on the former prisoner of the law.

That man with the newspaper is a detective! I've seen him at the big house loads of times.

This execution will have to be my masterpiece! The police will try to stop me, but I must not let them! Hmmm... this will require some thought...

On a wind-swept, stormy night some weeks later, Betty Bates leaves her office, waiting for her is a grim, dark-lad figure...

I'll be hidden in the shadows--a quick leap and then to lift her into the wooden water trough--where high voltage wires will electrocute her...

But even as the executioner leaped forward, hidden by darkness and the shadows, a brilliant bolt of electricity--lightning--lighted up the scene like a beam of sunlight!

Look out! There's a man there!

Eeeeeee!

Some months later, in the big house, a screaming man was dragged toward the electric chair! There was fright in his pallid features, fear in his writhing mouth...

I--I'm scared! I don't want to die! No! No! Stop. STOP! AAAAAAGGH!
State Trooper Mark Holliday looked down at the body stretched in the snow at his feet. The man had evidently been skiing down treacherous Rampin Turn, had momentarily lost control of his skis, and had crashed head-on into the gnarled old tree which poked its tremendous girth up out of the snow and ice around it.

"I can't imagine how in the world it could have happened," mumbled the giant of a man standing at the Trooper's elbow. "This turn on the slope has a bad reputation, I know... but still... he claimed to be an EXPERT skier! Awful bad ACCIDENT!"

Trooper Holliday nodded almost unconsciously to the tall man's speech. Funny, he mused. An EXPERT skier, this Jack Benson says and yet the man can't stop himself short of such an obvious obstacle as this old tree.

"I just happened to be looking out of the window of the Inn when I saw this guy go shooting down the hill," big Jack Benson was saying, his large St. Bernard's eyes roving over the landscape. "Sure happened sudden awful tragedy... accident like this!"

Trooper Holliday looked down at the dead man. His eyes roved over the figure, moved on to the trunk of the tree and then crossed back to the spot where towering Jack Benson stood, his feet stamping against the snow to keep his toes warm.

"YOU do much skiing, Benson?" asked Holliday. "See any other accidents like this one in all the time you've owned that inn up there on the hill?"

Benson's eyes squinted at the State Trooper before he answered. "Can't say as I have. Officer, first kind like THIS!"

Trooper Holliday rubbed his chin, let his hand rest momentarily under his coat. When he brought it out, the fingers were groped tight around his revolver.

"You better put your hands up, Benson. We've got a trip to make to Headquarters!"

Benson started to sputter his innocence, but one look from the Trooper quizzed him. "Couple of things don't look like accidents to me! The bark of the tree where the victim was supposed to crash, for instance," said the Trooper. "If you look closely you'll find it isn't even peeled... and yet the man was supposed to hit it hard enough to crack his skull! And his clothing... got too much on him, especially for an expert skier! But what points the finger at YOU," said the Trooper, as he steered Benson down the snow-covered hilside. "Are those skis! The man on the ground is less than five-and-a-half feet tall... and those skis are long enough for a giant! A Giant like YOU!"

### CRYPT-KEEPER'S CORNER EXTRA

I have a question that has puzzled me for a while now. I wasn't around in the early 50's but I have a few original Tales from the Crypt comics and I noticed inside the front cover of them at the bottom it says that Tales From The Crypt was formerly The Crypt of Terror. I have the last Tales From The Crypt which was #46 and inside there is an article that says E.C. was not planning to make a #46 instead they were going to make #45 the last and make a fourth title called The Crypt of Terror, but because the comic censors felt Tales Vault and Haunt were a bad influence on kids, they made a Crypt #45 and ended the 3 titles. What I would like to know is was there ever a Crypt of Terror and if not why did they print that Tales was formerly The Crypt of Terror?

Sincerely

Tales From The Crypt's
#1 Fan

Robert Borroso

Staten Island, NY

EC started a title called INTERNATIONAL COMICS in 1947 with an issue #1. The title was changed twice to INTERNATIONAL CRIME PATROL and, later, to CRIME PATROL, but the numbering stayed in sequence. When the New Trend was launched, what we'd had been CRIME PATROL #17 became CRYPT OF TERROR #17. This was actually the first issue of CRYPT, since, despite the issue number with the fourth issue of CRYPT, the title was changed to TALES FROM THE CRYPT. It is this name which was used for the longest time and under which the comic really hit its stride.

Near the end of the New Trend period, EC was on the verge of starting a FOURTH horror title, and would have resurrected the former CRYPT OF TERROR for it. That is the comic mentioned in the final issues of CRYPT, VAULT and HAUNT and illustrated in a famous house ad.

However, EC decided to scrap the whole New Trend line-up and soon released the new Direction comics instead. But even then, the contents of the advertised THE CRYPT OF TERROR #1 of 1958 were published as the "46th" and final issue of TALES FROM THE CRYPT.

Above is the cover of "CRYPT #1" (CRYPT OF TERROR #17, 1950) as it appeared upon original release.
Mister Corning picked up the telephone and called the Police station. While he held the phone, waiting for the connection to be made, he let his eye rove around the room. He could breathe a little more easily now. he thought to himself, his eye resting for one moment on the trophy case with the metal plate screwed to its top Mathew Corning Curator was inscribed in black on the bronze strip.

"Is this the Police station?" he asked the voice on the other end of the line. "This is Mathew Corning, Curator over at the Midtown Museum and Zoo. I'm afraid there's been a little trouble here. I think we'll need your assistance!" Corning reached across the desk as he spoke and picked up a vial which contained an oily liquid. He cleared his throat, rolled the vial between his fingers. "The trouble took place just ten minutes ago over in the Snake Cage! A man who once worked here wandered in evidently poked around! And now we've got a corpse on our hands!"

* * * *

It had gone off precisely as he had planned it. Corning thought to himself as he dropped the vial into his coat pocket. That meddlesome Smith had come back today as he had promised. All set to tell the authorities about that bit of trouble Corning had with the law years before. Unless, of course, Corning could make it worth his while to be quiet about the episode. And so he had made preparations to welcome Smith something in the way of a farewell party. he thought to himself with a chuckle! The snakes they had been the easiest way out of the difficulty! Who could question the death of a man who had stumbled into a cage full of poisonous serpents?

* * * *

The Detective stared down at the body of the man which the Zoo attendants had dragged out of the Snake Cage. The clothing around the shoulders was torn and shredded -- and deep in the man's throat were two tiny punctures, which were beginning to turn bluish. Nasty thing, thought the Detective, to be killed that way by the bite of a poisonous snake! He stared closer to the corpse, and then he straightened out, his pencil point tapping against the glass top of the Curator's desk.

"Anybody else around when you heard the noise from the Cage?" the Detective asked Corning.

"Nobody that I know of. Corning answered, his fingertips rubbing against the vial in his coat pocket. "I guess we were alone here just the two of us and a cage full of SNAKES!"

"Those marks are curious," the Detective said, his pencil tapping. "I remember reading something recently about snakes. Seems they very rarely will bite a man above the knee. Certainly not as high up as the throat! And the reason is simple: no snake is large enough to reach his back and reach much higher than a foot-and-a-half off the ground!"

Corning gulped. He could feel his palms moist against the vial in his pocket.

"Those punctures undoubtedly contained snake venom," the Detective was saying, but Corning could no longer hear him very distinctly. "But I don't think they were administered by a snake's fangs! Perhaps YOU can tell us how they WERE administered, Mister Corning down at Headquarters!"
PRIVATE DETECTIVE JACK WALKER DECIDES TO ESCAPE FROM THE TURMOIL OF HIS OFFICE AND HOME BY TAKING HIS WIFE TO A SMALL FAMILY HOTEL IN WHICH HE IS CERTAIN HE CANNOT BE REACHED! BUT HE WALKS HEAD-ON INTO TROUBLE WHEN HE ENTERS ROOM 608, WHICH CONTAINS...

THE CORPSE NOBODY KNEW

THE LOBBY OF THE MAJESTIC HOTEL...

HERE'S THE KEY, SIR...ROOM 608! I'LL HAVE A BELL-HOP...

DON'T NEED ONE...THANKS JUST THE SAME! ME AND THE WIFE WILL JUST KILL UP TO THE ROOM BY OURSELVES! NO BOTHER...NO FUSS!

MADE IT! A PHONEY NAME AT THE DESK...NOW THE OFFICE'LL NEVER BE ABLE TO FIND ME!

YOU JUST STRETCH OUT ON THE BED, JACK... WHILE I HANG A COUPLE OF DRESSES IN THE CLOSET...
IT WON'T TAKE A SECOND. ARE YOU SURE, JACK? I WON'T LET IT GET OUT OF MY SIGHT!

I'LL RUN DOWNSTAIRS TO LET THE HOTEL MANAGER KNOW... AND TO CALL THE LAW! YOU STAY HERE JUST TO MAKE SURE NOBODY TAMPERS WITH ANYTHING!

IT'S NOT ON MY FLOOR. IT'S ON MY FLOOR! A BODY! AND I KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS. I'M A PRIVATE DETECTIVE MYSELF!

DON'T YOU THINK WE'D BETTER CALL THE HOTEL MANAGER, TOO? I MEAN, RIGHT HERE IN HIS HOTEL!

IT WON'T TAKE A SECOND. ARE YOU SURE, JACK? I WON'T LET IT GET OUT OF MY SIGHT!

W-WHAT'S UP, HONEY? FIND A SKELETON IN THE CLOSET ON SOMETHING?

ROPE... IT'S NOT ABAD BY SOME OF THE BOYS IN THE OFFICE! THIS IS A REAL BIG-ADV LIFE CORPSE!

ORLY, THERE'S NO LIFE LEFT IN IT?

FURRY... NO IDENTIFYING MARKS ON IT! HEAD'S BEEN SMASHED IN SO THAT IT'S UNRECOGNIZABLE... FINGERPRINTS BURNT OFF WITH ACID... ALL LABELS SNIPPED OFF THE CLOTHING! THIS IS A REAL UNKNOWN CADAVER!

IT'S NOT ON MY FLOOR. IT'S ON MY FLOOR! A BODY! AND I KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS. I'M A PRIVATE DETECTIVE MYSELF!

WURGER, EH? THAT'S BAD... YOU'LL BETTER CALL THE POLICE, SORROR!

DON'T YOU THINK WE'D BETTER CALL THE HOTEL MANAGER, TOO? I MEAN, RIGHT HERE IN HIS HOTEL!

EXCUSE ME, SIR, I COULDN'T HELP OVERHEARING YOU!

IT'S NOT ON MY FLOOR. IT'S ON MY FLOOR! A BODY! AND I KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS. I'M A PRIVATE DETECTIVE MYSELF!

WURGER, EH? THAT'S BAD... YOU'LL BETTER CALL THE POLICE, SORROR!

DON'T YOU THINK WE'D BETTER CALL THE HOTEL MANAGER, TOO? I MEAN, RIGHT HERE IN HIS HOTEL!

IT'S NOT ON MY FLOOR. IT'S ON MY FLOOR! A BODY! AND I KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS. I'M A PRIVATE DETECTIVE MYSELF!

WURGER, EH? THAT'S BAD... YOU'LL BETTER CALL THE POLICE, SORROR!

DON'T YOU THINK WE'D BETTER CALL THE HOTEL MANAGER, TOO? I MEAN, RIGHT HERE IN HIS HOTEL!

IT'S NOT ON MY FLOOR. IT'S ON MY FLOOR! A BODY! AND I KNOW WHAT THAT MEANS. I'M A PRIVATE DETECTIVE MYSELF!

WURGER, EH? THAT'S BAD... YOU'LL BETTER CALL THE POLICE, SORROR!

DON'T YOU THINK WE'D BETTER CALL THE HOTEL MANAGER, TOO? I MEAN, RIGHT HERE IN HIS HOTEL!
EASIER SAID THAN DONE? HE'S NOT AROUND...SAID HE HAD TO LEAVE RATHER SUDDENLY OUT-OF-TOWN TRIP...BE BACK IN A DAY-OR-SO? BEEN ACTING RATHER FUNNY LATELY...FOLLOW ME?

JUST A MUNCH OF MINE...THINK MAYBE HE STANK OUT TO COMMIT A LITTLE INNOCENT LANCENY HERE IN THE HOTEL VAULT...AND THINGS WERE WRONG!

THE PLACE IT'S BEEN TURNED UPSIDE-DOWN!

YEP! JUST AS I THOUGHT THE PLACE HAS BEEN RAIDED BY RONE OTHER THAN PAUL WINSLOW, THE MANAGER OF THE MAJESTIC HOTEL!

NOW WE'VE GOT SOMETHING TO TELL THE POLICE! LUCKY THING I HAPPENED TO LEARN THAT WINSLOW WAS PLANNING TO LEAVE TOWN...EVERY KNOW WHICH PLANS HE PLANS TO TAKE! THE COPS WILL LOVE ME FOR IT!

THE COMMISSIONER MAY EVEN KISS YOU!

POLICE? THIS IS BILL RIKER...DETECTIVE OVER AT THE MAJESTIC...ABOUT THAT UNIDENTIFIED MURDER VICTIM...HERE'S A CLUE? PAUL WINSLOW, MANAGER OF THE HOTEL, PLANNED TO TAKE THE TWO-THIRTY PLANE THIS AFTERNOON TO CHICAGO! RATHER SUDDENLY, TOO!

THE POURDOUS MACHINERY WHICH DEALS WITH LAW AND ORDER BEGAN TO FUNCTION IMMEDIATELY...

CALLING SQUAD CAR EIGHT TO THIRTEEN EIGHT TO THIRTEEN VISIT ALL THE AIRLINE OFFICES IN TOWN...GET INFO ON A PAUL WINSLOW...SUPPOSED TO HAVE LEFT BY PLANE AT TWO-THIRTY! URGENT!

AT THAT SAME MOMENT, UP IN ROOM 808...

I HOPE JACK GETS BACK SOON...I DON'T LIKE TO BE LEFT ALONE LIKE THIS! AWFULLY WANN IN HERE...I'D BETTER OPEN THE WINDOW.
Jack doesn't want me to stray out of the room, so I'll have to make the best of it! Ushhh! This window is shut solid!

Why...it's a receipt from the street-walker camera company! For one of those photos their cameramen take all over the city...you bring in the receipt and they develop the picture which corresponds to the number on the receipt they hand you.

Five blocks away, five minutes later...

I'd like to have this developed...

You bet, ma'am...have it ready in a jiffy! Just grab a seat...it won't take long!

Here comes Jack...with someone who looks like a cop! I'll sashay down to that photo outfit...get the picture developed! That may tell us who the victim is!

Here it is, lady...all developed and printed! And it's a beauty...clear as crystal! Lucky the camera that took it had been turned in for the day...otherwise you might have had to wait for a while.

Y-yes...just hand it over!

Ye...could I know...but maybe it'll help Jack or the police find out who that is there on the floor? This may be the clue that smashes the case!
While back at the majestic hotel, I scoured every inch of the room, went over the body and clothing with a fine-tooth comb—not a clue as to who it is! And the body's been so badly battered, probably the guy's own mother wouldn't recognize 'im!

Excuse me, Captain Hall. I don't like to butt in on the police—but maybe this will help. Since the safe was rifled and only Winslow knew the combination, this man may have been killed because he saw Winslow in the act of robbery!

Cap'n Hall... here's that info on the airplanes you wanted. Just came into the nearest station house over the ticker.

Never mind the long story. What's the low-down?

He signed into the Trans-Nation Airlines at 2:30 or so. Bought a ticket on the 2:38 plane to Chicago. Registered as Paul Winslow of this city. No check yet as to whether he actually got on the plane?

Hmmmm...

I guess you all overheard that delicate stage-whisper of my assistant's? It was so quiet in here you could hear an eavesdrop. If Winslow is on that plane, he'll be picked up as soon as it lands. Until then... we'll just wait!

Seems like an open-and-shut case to me, Captain... even though no one's asking my opinion!

May be... may be.

W-what is this a wake?

Where have you been, my fine feather-brained friend? And what is that you've got in your hand?
SOMETHING I THOUGHT MIGHT HELP CLEAR THE CASE... A LITTLE BIT OF EVIDENCE THAT THE MURDERER MAY HAVE THOUGHT HE HAD DESTROYED BEFORE HE FLED!

STOP YOUR BABBLING... GIVE IT HERE!

MIGHT CLEAR THE MYSTERY? IT MAKES IT AN OPEN AND SHUT CASE! JUST LOOK AT IT CAPTAIN NALL... AND THEN TELL ME IF RIKER DIDN'T HAVE ALL THE STEPS DOWN PAT!

SURE DOES MAKE RIKER'S STORY SEEM CONCLUSIVE! GUESS THIS BLOWS THE CASE WIDE-OPEN! MR. RIKER... HAVE YOU EVER THOUGHT OF JOINING THE LAW?

WE-E-ELL... TO TELL THE TRUTH...

H-HEY!!! W-HA-AT'S THE MEANING OF THIS...

IT MEANS THAT WE'RE HOLDING YOU FOR THE MURDER OF THE MAN ON THE FLOOR... WHOEVER HE IS! I THINK MR. WALKER HERE CAN EXPLAIN...

YOU MADE YOUR FIRST MISTAKE, RIKER. WHEN YOU TOLD US THAT WINSLOW WAS THE ONLY ONE WHO KNEW THE COMBINATION TO THE SAFE... AND YET YOU YOURSELF LET ME IN! AND THEN THAT PHOTO... WHICH PROVES THAT YOU TRIED TO MAKE IT LOOK LIKE WINSLOW HAD LEFT TOWN... THAT DID IT!

I'VE GOT A NUNCH YOU'LL FIND THAT CORPSE IS PAUL WINSLOW, CAP'N HALL! AND THAT RIKER'S EXPLANATION OF THE CRIME WAS PERFECT... SUBSTITUTING HIS NAME FOR WINSLOW'S! OB'MON, MINNIE... LET'S GET BACK HOME... WHERE IT'S PEACEFUL!
IN THE DENSE FORESTS OF EASTERN EUROPE THERE GROWS A WILD PLANT CALLED WOLFSBANE. LEGEND HAS IT THAT ANY HUMAN WHO COMES IN CONTACT WITH ITS THORNS WILL BECOME A WEREWOLF AND SUFFER THE...

CURSE OF THE FULL MOON!

...BEING IN THE NIGHT OF THE FULL MOON, THE BUILDINGS OF GOTHAM ARE STEEPED IN A DRENCHING RAIN AND A HEAVY FOG BLANKETS THE CITY, FORMING EERIE PATTERNS IN THE NIGHT.

...BETWEEN LIGHTNING FLashes, A FIGURE RUNS THE LENGTH OF A STREET, DARTS TO THE DOORWAY OF A BUILDING AND FRANTICALLY HAMMERS ON THE DOOR. HE WAITS NERVOUSLY, NERVOUSLY, BECAUSE TONIGHT IS THE NIGHT OF THE FULL MOON.
"We thought little of the event and returned to the inn. After a glorious dinner we retired to the room we shared and went to bed. That was my last restful night, George."

"Remember how we stopped off at that little village in Hungary? We stayed several days. Once going for a walk in the forest... remember?"

"A day like this makes you feel glad you're alive, eh, Ralph?"

"Sure does, George!... Ouch!"

"Yes, George, yes! You're my best friend. I can tell you..."

"What's all the commotion about, desk clerk?"

"Oh, it is terrible! This morning the innkeeper found one of his dogs torn to shreds! The townspeople think it is the work of a WereWolf! Oh, why are we plagued like this?"

"We thought little of the event and returned to the inn. After a glorious dinner we retired to the room we shared and went to bed. That was my last restful night, George."

"Remember how we stopped off at that little village in Hungary? We stayed several days. Once going for a walk in the forest... remember?"

"A day like this makes you feel glad you're alive, eh, Ralph?"

"Sure does, George!... Ouch!"

"Yes, George, yes! You're my best friend. I can tell you..."

"What's all the commotion about, desk clerk?"

"Oh, it is terrible! This morning the innkeeper found one of his dogs torn to shreds! The townspeople think it is the work of a WereWolf! Oh, why are we plagued like this?"

"We thought little of the event and returned to the inn. After a glorious dinner we retired to the room we shared and went to bed. That was my last restful night, George."

"Remember how we stopped off at that little village in Hungary? We stayed several days. Once going for a walk in the forest... remember?"

"A day like this makes you feel glad you're alive, eh, Ralph?"

"Sure does, George!... Ouch!"

"Yes, George, yes! You're my best friend. I can tell you..."

"What's all the commotion about, desk clerk?"

"Oh, it is terrible! This morning the innkeeper found one of his dogs torn to shreds! The townspeople think it is the work of a WereWolf! Oh, why are we plagued like this?"
WEREWOLF? WHY, THAT'S Nonsense!

HERR DORSE, HERR DOCTOR! IT HAS HAPPENED BEFORE! COME, I WILL EXPLAIN...

EUREKA! DORSE, HERR DOCTOR! IT HAS HAPPENED BEFORE! COME, I WILL EXPLAIN...

THE WOODS SURROUNDING THIS VILLAGE ARE INFESTED WITH A WILD PLANT CALLED WOLFS-BANE! LESELDI SAYS THAT ANYONE WHO TOUCHES IT WILL TURN INTO A WOLF ON THE RIGHT OF THE FULL MOON LAST NIGHT, THE MOON WAS FULL!

Many times before this has occurred, Herr Doctor... I... Herr Doctor, is something wrong with your friend? He does not look well....

Huh?... Oh, Ralph? Why, I...er... I guess your story has upset him! I'm sure he'll be all right!

I climbed the stairs to our room, George, in a trance... Drips of cold sweat beaded my body. Could it be? I had to know? I've looked everywhere... searched everything! I can't find a thing to connect me with that dog's death... wait! My trench-coat...

Hmph. No. Nothing here to... wait, what's this? A reddish stain... like... like blood... and short curly hairs! Dog's hair? Oh, no...

This... this means... I am a WEREWOLF! I am! I am!
"For a moment I thought you knew, but you said nothing and I breathed easier. We left for London that afternoon..."

"But you were wrong, George! In two weeks, we had only reached Paris! Hurry up, Ralph! Got a big night of fun ahead! We're going to see the Folies Bergère...

"Gay, exciting Paris! The thrilling, pulsating night life, coupled with the wine and carefree atmosphere induced us to prolong our stay...

"My fears had almost disappeared...almost, but not quite! For several nights later a raging werewolf roamed the streets..."
"I awoke the next day to face the shocking facts of the glaring morning headlines."

'Young woman brutally slain.' Body mutilated. As if attacked by wild animal. One shoe missing.

I quickly dressed, and disposed of the bloody shoe by throwing it down an incinerator shoot. When I returned to our room, George, you were there..."

Georges, I want to leave Paris right away? We've been here long enough! I... I don't want to stay any, any longer!

Wh... Why, Ralph! I thought you were having a good time. But, if you want to leave, it's okay by me.

"As our car sped toward the coast of France, I fought to keep from being engulfed by the fear that seethed within me..."

Now I know. I'm sure. But what can I do? How can I stop myself? How can I stop??

Maybe when I'm out of this country... Yes, maybe then I'll be all right again...

At Le Havre, we had to wait till the following day before boarding a ship to cross the channel to England, but even with Paris far behind, I was afraid. London was smothered in fog when we arrived. That night. And mist. I listened on the pavements of the quiet streets..."
"And as usual, the same smoky fear coursed through me as I learned of the terrible incident. Early this morning, police found the horribly torn and mutilated body of Anthony Essex, bellboy of the London Square Hotel..."

"Police are speculating on the theory that this may be the work of another "Jack the Ripper?!" The bellboy was still in his work uniform when found, and only his hat is missing! No clues have..."

"Click!"

"I dreaded what I knew I would find. Proof of my afraid, I did find it in my coat pocket - the crumpled, bloodstained bellboy's hat!"

"And that's my story, George! We sailed several days later and cooked here in New York about three weeks ago! Now you know why I've come to you, George! This is the right of the full moon - and I'm terrified!"

"You should have told me this before, Ralph! But it's not too late... you see, this is all in your mind! It's impossible for anyone to physically turn into a wolf! You merely think that!"

"I... I do?"

"Certainly. The belief that people can assume the appearance and characteristics of a wolf is an ancient one. But believe me, it is impossible. True, tales of lycanthropy occur even today in savage or semi-civilized races, but it is now regarded as a form of insanity! And it is characterized by abnormal desire for certain foods including human flesh!"

"You're saying I'm not a werewolf? But that I'm insane?!"
Ralph, my boy, you’re not a werewolf... and you’re not insane!

George... I... I don’t understand... I... I...

Look out the window! Does the moon have any affect on you? Does it?

No, no... I feel perfectly normal... but... but...

What about the evidence, George? What about the bellboy’s hat, the woman’s shoe? Can you explain away the dog’s blood sneaks on my coat? Can you?

Yes... yes, I can! It would have been simple for someone to plant the shoe, the hat, for you to find... simple if someone were close to you... someone able to get and wear your coat! Someone... perhaps... who shared your room?

What? What? Someone close? George! You... you mean...

Yes, Ralph, yes! I’m the werewolf! I killed those people! I did it!

...and now I’m going to kill you!!

The horrified scream of a man in the agonies of death pierces the night’s stillness. Above the wet, deserted street, the full moon is the only witness...